
The 12 days of Christmas Scavenger 
Hunt 

Christmas is only beginning!  Christmas day begins the 12 days of 
Christmas and as a way to help us mark these days, here are a series 
of activities/scavenger hunt for you and your household to do.   

To “collect” your items to share at the end of the 12 days, take 
pictures/videos and either share them on social media (tagging Pastor Jen) or you can email them to her (revjdyer1@yahoo.com) 
and she will post them.   Be creative with your answers. 

Whoever completes all of the activities (with picture proof), wins a special gift from Pastor Jen  

 

Dec. 25:    Read Luke 2:1-7 

Take a census of everyone in your home (have them sign or make a mark on this page. 

         Add a count of others that you talk to via social media, phone, computer, etc.  

Dec. 26 

 

Sing (or listen to) “Hark the Herald Angels sing”.  Make a recording of you (and others) singing at least one verse of this carol 
(or another carol of your choosing).   

Dec. 27 

 

Take a picture of your favorite part of Christmas and share why it is your favorite.   

Dec. 28 

 

Find an organization that helps children (locally, nationally or internationally). Learn about what they do and think about how 
people can support them. 

Share pictures of the children in your life and/or a younger picture of yourself 

Dec. 29 Do one of the word puzzles included.   



 

Dec. 30 

 

Create your own Nativity scene with items from around your house  

Dec. 31 

 

Add up the numbers from the following Bible readings:  

Genesis 2:3; Deuteronomy 1:3; Psalm 144:9; Mark 8:9; Revelation 11:12 

Jan. 1 

 

Take a picture of something that might be a part of a New Year’s resolution for yourself and also one for the church 

Jan. 2 

 

Read John 1:14 

Do something nice for someone else (not in your own home)  

Jan. 3  

 

Share a video that exemplifies the joy of Christmas (either of your own making or one that you find through other medias) 

Jan. 4  

 

Come up with a list of 14 two-syllable words that are about Christmas 

Sing them to the tune of “Amazing grace”  

Jan. 5  

 

Write a prayer about Christmas  

Jan. 6  

 

Read Matthew 2:1-12 

Find items that are similar to the gifts that the Wise Men gave Jesus 

 

 

 



 



 

CHRISTMAS WORD SCRAMBLE 

Unscramble each of the Christmas related words in 
the space provided. 
 
SSEJU  _______________________________ 

METLBEEHH  __________________________ 

ROLAIG  ______________________________ 

HDSPEHESR  __________________________ 

LROCAS ______________________________ 

SMTACRHIS ___________________________ 

DSLCEAN ______________________________ 

VYITTNA  ______________________________ 

PJHOES ________________________________ 

DOWR _________________________________ 

UCCRHH _______________________________ 

HISAEMS _______________________________ 

RTIHCS ________________________________ 

LGAENS ________________________________ 

LMEENUMA _____________________________ 

 YPPEHINA ______________________________ 

BALREIG _________________________________ 

VNEEAH _________________________________ 

 

 

 


